Additional Suggestions for Breaking Barriers Against Qualitative Research in I-O
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In their focal article, Pratt and Bonaccio (2016) describe the potential value that qualitative research can bring to the field of industrial–organizational psychology (I-O) and also highlight several challenges (and myths) that must be overcome for this value to be fully realized. We agree with these authors, particularly with regard to the barriers that appear to stand in the way of fully integrating qualitative approaches with the science and practice of our field. Our purpose in this commentary is to build on the ideas of Pratt and Bonaccio by expanding the discussion of barriers against qualitative research. It is our view that further highlighting such barriers will illuminate several paths forward toward the increased adoption of qualitative methods, ideas, and approaches. More specifically, we focus on the following three barriers: (a) categorical thinking, (b) the uncertainty of that which is unknown, and (c) an overemphasis on generalizability in psychological research. We discuss each of these in turn below.
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First, we as human beings have an impressive but also limited capacity to process information. To augment this limited capacity and correspondingly handle the massive amounts of information with which we are typically inundated, we often engage in the mental practice of chunking, whereby we create proverbial silos or buckets of related information that can be linked, stored, and recalled more efficiently (Miller, 1956/1994). In effect, we employ mental categories as a heuristic mechanism for understanding the world, where such categories are additionally influenced by training, education, and cultural ideology. Ultimately, this culturally imbued process of mental categorization has the potential to manifest in perceptions of the world as characterized by strict either/or distinctions. This same process appears to be in operation with qualitative research, which tends to be conceptualized as being in an entirely separate category from quantitative research and in many ways also antithetical to the goals of quantitative methods. However, as is often true, a closer look reveals that things are not so black and white after all. Rather, qualitative research aims to answer research questions, does so by examining phenomena of interest, involves the collection of data (typically in the form of written words), and is concerned with the credibility of conclusions derived from the data—all of which are also hallmarks of quantitative research. This is not meant to disregard the real differences that exist between qualitative and quantitative approaches, but in many cases, the differences are likely smaller than they seem and might better be viewed as differences of degree rather than a strict categorical distinction. Accordingly, we encourage researchers to view qualitative methods not as a separate category but instead as a set of tools (like quantitative methods) that can be fruitfully used to further advance the primary aim of I-O research, namely, to achieve a better understanding of people at work.

Second, to the extent that qualitative research is viewed as a separate and distinct category, this has the potential to evoke the natural human inclination to be wary of that which is different, unknown, or contrary to the norm. In other words, considering the greater emphasis given to quantitative research in most I-O programs, there is likely to be a general preference for what is known and thus comfortable (i.e., quantitative methods) and a corresponding tendency to avoid what is perceived as unfamiliar and thus uncertain (i.e., qualitative methods). This is consistent with the general idea that people tend to favor options for which they have more explicit information (Kahneman & Tversky, 1996) and further reflected in the view of qualitative research as a “redheaded stepchild” (Eby, Hurst, & Butts, 2009). To overcome this particular barrier, we believe it is critically important to acknowledge that many of the primary methods of qualitative research already have a strong foothold in the practice of I-O. Specifically, job analysis efforts frequently involve interviews with subject matter experts,
observation of job incumbents, or the elicitation of narratives in cognitive task analysis. In this sense, these job analysis efforts are often used in a manner akin to inductively generating an understanding of the job in question, much like qualitative research is used for inductive theory development. Thus, simply acknowledging that some of the focal topics already taught in I-O programs bear a striking resemblance to qualitative methods in turn may make qualitative research seem a little less foreign and unapproachable. Furthermore, this suggests a potentially viable conduit through which qualitative methods might be more explicitly incorporated in I-O program curricula.

Third, in the field of psychology, much emphasis is placed on generating theories and empirical findings that are generalizable. Although consideration of generalizability is obviously important—for example when considering the degree to which findings from a contrived laboratory setting transfer to real world situations—it is similarly important to acknowledge that an overemphasis on generalizability is potentially problematic. Namely, an unfortunate consequence of overvaluing generalizability (especially in field research) is that specific aspects of a study’s sample or setting may be overlooked or discussed in generic terms so as to obfuscate any unique features that might challenge generalizability (Johns, 2006). This is certainly not to say that considering generalizability is bad but rather to say that an overemphasis on generalizability tends to place all the unique and potentially important aspects of a study’s setting in the category of noise to be controlled or otherwise explained away. Yet, the unique aspects and features of particular settings can often have a profound influence, such that understanding the features may be as important as (if not more important than) whether the findings directly generalize to other situations (cf. Bell, Fisher, Brown, & Mann, in press). As a result, although qualitative research has the potential to further shed light on the many unique features that impinge on organizational life, such research is less likely to be accepted if journal reviewers, editors, and quantitative researchers continue to have a knee-jerk reaction to the apparent lack of generalizability associated with qualitative approaches, even if broad generalizability is not the intention of the study. Therefore, we encourage all of the various constituents of I-O research to continue emphasizing the importance of generalizability, but in due moderation and with a critical eye.

Some barriers such as physical walls are hard to miss. Other barriers—such as implicit assumptions, social norms, and those that derive from the limited information processing capacities of the human mind—are much harder to identify, let alone overcome. In the latter case, a fundamental prerequisite to overcoming such barriers is first acknowledging that they exist and then making inroads toward breaking them down. It is our hope that the
discussion of barriers above (albeit brief) is a positive step in this direction for qualitative research in the field of I-O.
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As someone trained exclusively as a quantitative researcher, who recently became a semi-autodidactic qualitative researcher (see Rothausen, Henderson, Arnold, & Malshe, in press; “semi” in part because I am still learning and in part because my coauthors have taught me), I would like to extend the argument made by Pratt and Bonaccio (2016) for increasing qualitative research in the domains of industrial–organizational psychology (IOP), organizational behavior (OB), and human resources (HR), and I would also add industrial relations (IR), which was my doctoral field of study and “where workers went” within business and management studies as HR became more aligned with organizational interests (see Lefkowitz, 2016, from this journal). I extend their argument by deepening one of their reasons,
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